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WILLIAM GRAHAM SUMNER :
CONSERVATIVE ADVOCATE

EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
July 9, 1962

WILLIAM GRAHAM SUMNER:
CONSERVATIVE ADVOCATE
The historian records the lives of varied individuals.

Some of these are the true leaders, the

thinkers, and the shapers of history.
merely rabble rousers.

Some are

The men in history who depart

widely from the common ideas of their time are often
referred to as radicals.

It is obvious that in all

eras of history there are radicals who do not use
good judgment.

In every era, however, there are

those few individuals who are ahead of their time,
whose ideas are beyond the scope of their contemporaries.

These are men who believe in their ideas and

try throughout their lives to introduce their
thoughts into the minds of others.

The great masses

of people who pass over in the pages of history , who
are mere followers, leave little behind them.

Tho se

individuals who cherish ideas that are not accepted
but still pioneer for what they believe to be right,
are a true breed of men.
oblivion.

These men often pass into

Their ideas, however, based on critical

thinki ng and analysis come back in future generations
to guide me n along the rocky path of survival and
life.

The subject of this paper was not radical to
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his times, in fact he must be considered conservative
because of his fight for status quo.

He did, how-

ever, carry his thoughts and the thoughts of many of
his period to their fullest extremes.

The ideas of

William Graham Sumner warrant some study.

This paper,

therefore, is an attempt to relate a short sketch of
Sumner's life and some of his ideas.
William Graham Sumner was born on October 30,

1840, in Patterson, New Jersey.

His father was

Thomas Sumner who was born in Lancashire, England,
in 1808, and migrated to the United States at the age
of 28. 1

His mother, Sarah Graham, was born in Oldham,

England, in 1819, and was brought to the United States
by her parents while still a child. 2 All of his
ancestors seem to have been artisans and members of
the wage-earning class.
The year after young William was born, his
father went job prospecting through Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and New York.

He later moved to New Haven for

a year or two and then settled in Hartford, Connecticut, in 1845, where he was there employed by the
Hartford and New Haven Railroad Company as a mechanic
in the repairshop.
education.

Thomas Sumner had little formal

He was, however, an avid reader and

1William Graham Sumner, Essays, edited by Maurice

R. Davie and Albert Galloway Keller(2 vols., Yale University Press, New Haven, 1940), I,3.
2Ibid.,
'
p.3.
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thinker with intelli gent views on social and economic questio ns of his day.

He undoubtedly exerted

a lasting influence on his son.
Young William grew up in Hartford and was
educated in the public schools of that city.

Pro-

fessor Sumner in later years remarked that he was
deeply indebted to two instructors he had had while
attending high school.

These two men were Mr.

T. W. T. Curtis, Principal of the high school and
Mr.

s.

M. Capron, head of the classical department.

Both of these men showed Sumner's fine traits of
teaching and genial discipline.3
Sumner entered Yale in 1859 and took high rank
as a scholar.

He was known as a sober-minded, self-

reliant, and independent youth.

Young Sumner, how-

ever, made some lasting friendships while at Yale.
Many of his frie nds in later years were prominent
me n in business and politics.

He graduat ed from

Yale in 1863 and actually went to Europe before his
class formally graduat ed.

He was able to do this

because of his fine academic record.

From early life,

William had b een intent on entering the ministry,
and it is for this reason that he now left for Geneva,
Switzerl a nd. 4 While in Ge n eva, during the years of
3Maurice Davie, editor, Sumner Today, Selected
Essays of William Graham Sumner, {Yale University
Press, New Haven, 1940), p.XI.
4F. H. Giddings, "William Graham Sumner," Nation,
OXXI (Dec. 9, 1925), pp.669-670. (It is noted in this
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1863-64, he studied French and Hebrew.

In April of
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1864, he went to Gottingen and studied ancient
languages and history , and two years later he moved
to Oxford where he studied Anglican theology.
Sumner returned to the United States in the
autumn of 1866, having been elected to a tutorship
in Yale College.

He had expected to go to Egypt

and Palestine for further study and was very pleased
with this position for it gave him an opportunity
to study church affairs in the United States and
make a decision as to his profession.

He served as

a tutor at Yale until 1869, the ·1 having served as a
deacon, he became assistant to Dr. E. A. Washborn ,
rector of Calvary Church, New York, after being ordai '1e d a priest .
He turned his efforts to publishing at this
time, helping to establish and edit

Th~_

Livi ng Church,

a monthly published in the interest of the Broad
Church paper which survived for a year.5

In Septem-

ber of 1870, Sumner became pastor of the Church of The Redeemer in Morristown , New Jers ey.

At t h e age

of thirty he married Jeannie Whittemore Elliott,
writing by Mr. Giddings that Sumner was drafted at
this time. A friend, however, put up money for a substitute to allow Sumner to continue his schooling.
The friend was William Whi tney who persuaded his
brother Henry to put up the money).
5Maurice Davie, editor, Sumner Today, p.14.
(The Broad Church paper was a church paper started
by Dr. Washburn , pastor at Calvary Church, New York).

5
daught er of Henry Hill Elliott, a New York Merchant,
and Elmira Whittemore Elliott.

It might be noted

that at this time Sumner became more interested in
topics of economic and political discussion.

He,

however, was unable to voice his views from the pulpit and this undoubtedly had an affect on his decision
to accept a position at Yale University.
In 1872 Sumner was offered the chair of political and social science at Yale which he accepted and
held the rest of his life.
One of Sumner's brief dealings with politics
occurs between 1873-76, when he served as an alderman on the New Hav en board and was an active member of the Connecticut Board of Education from
1882 until his death in 1910.
Throughout Sumner's life he was often asked to
write papers on ma tters of public questions or to
give public addresses.

He wrote numerous essays which

will be discussed later in

t ~is

paper.

He carried

on extensive research into the origin of social institutio ns .

He presented the first course in

sociology in an American curriculum.

He referred to
it as the science of society or "societology 11 • 6 It
was affectionately called by the students of Yale
as "Sumnerology".

He not onl v cultivated the social

sciences but he was also well educated in anatomy ,
6A. G. Keller, "Appreciation ", Nation, XO,
(April 21, 1910), p.397.
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biology, and calculus.

He had a good working know-

ledge of twelve different languages.

He learned to

speak most of these after his forty-fifth birthday.
Teaching was, however, William Sumner's greatest interest.

He was honest and fair and every day

happenings were his textbook.

He was considered by

some to be cold, only because, he demanded critical
analysis of subject matter.

He hated gush and

sentimentality and was quite indifferent to tradition. 7

It might be noted here that President Noah

Porter of Yale bAnned the teaching of Herbert Spencer's
The Study of Sociology in Sumner's classes.

Sumner,

however, was able to win over the president in this
matter.
argument.

Actually both men gave in to the other's
Sumner removed The Study of Sociology

from the course but Porter allowed the course to
continue and become a part of the curriculum.

Some

of Sumner's earl y works dealt with the following
topics: "The absurd attempts to make the world over,"
"That it is not wicked to be rich; nay, even, that
it is not wicked to be richer than on e's neighbor,"
"Protectionism, the - ism which teaches that waste
makes weal th,
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"Prosperity strangled by gold," "The

delusion of the debtors," "The conquest of the
United StatEs by Spain."

In these writings Sumner

vigorousl y denies the wisdom of government inter7Robert Green McClosky, American Conservatism
in the Age of Enterprise, (Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, 1951 ), p.31.
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vention to remedy the ills of society.

He tells

his readers that there is a positive good in the
co ncentrations of wealth that existed in the late
Nineteenth Century.

Being more consistent than many

conservatives, Sumner also opposed the protective
tariff .
Sumner, in middle life, turned away from the
study of political and economic science.

He now

began to study society from all of its aspects, a
new approach whic h he referred to as " Societology " .
This venture involv ed the study of all the institutions of society

i ~1

their evolution from the

simplest, pri mitive forms.

He eventually embarked

on the work of writing a s cien ce of society.

He

was, howe v er, deterred from this work a number of
y ears, when he took time out to write an analysis
of custo ms.

This was n ecessary becaus e the original

chapter on customs in 1is book ran to f our hundred
and fifty pag e s.

This analysis of custom was pub-

lished in 1907 under the title of Folkways.

The

bo ok has served to be a monument to Sumner.

He was

unable to complete his ori ginal task, becaus e he died
a few ye ars later.

The work: wa s completed by Dr.

Albert G. Keller of Yale University.

I t was pub-

lished in four volumEs in 1927.
Sumn er 's cour ses were popul a r a t Yale.

Among

his students was William Lyon Phelps, who took all

8

of Sumner's courses as a matter of principle, not
because of interest in the subject matter.

Phelps

recalled the following conversation with Sumner:
"Professor, don't you believe in any government aid to industries?"
"No J It's root, hog, or die. "
"Yes, but hasn't the hog a right to root?"
"There are no rights.

The world owes nobody

a living."
"You believe then, Professor, in only one
system, the contract-competitive system?"
"That 's the only sound economic system.

All

others are fallacies."
"Well, suppose some professor of political
economy came along and took your job away from you.
Wouldn 't vou be sore?"
"Any other professor is welcome to try.
gets my job, it is my fault.

If he

My business is to

teach the subject so well that no one can take the
8
job away from me. 11
This was William Graham Sumner, the man thought
by many to possess intellectual arrogance.

His

students, however, would have denied this, saying
that he took no great enjoyment in his own accomplishments, but that he could not stand idle thinking.
8Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in
American Thought, (University of Pennsylvania-Press,
Philadelphia, 1945), p.39.
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He deeply hated sham, loose thinking, sentimental
motives, and especially jobbery(creation of unnecessary jobs) and injustice, as he saw it .
one of his public lectures entitled

Th~

In

Forgotten

Man , he brings out these po i nts and refers to the
"Forgotten Man " as that person who has to pay for all
the political bungling and social r;_uackery : "I affirm that there is always somebody who pays , and
that it is always the sober, honest , industrious ,
economical men or women , who attend no meetings ,
pass on resolutions , never go to the lobby , are
never mentioned in the newspaper, but just work and
save and pay . 11 9
A closer look at the doctrine of "The For-

gotten Man ," enables the reader to see and understand more fully this man William Graham Sumner.
Sumner was probably inspired to write the "Forgot ten man " in defense of his father and of the whole
class of hard working men .

In this thesis Sumner

attacks ways in which men have striven to find
liberty and freedom.
manitarian

refor~s,

and jobbery .

He concerns himself with hugovernment intervention, unions ,

He contends that through these media

men have tried to better their society or better the
status of the underprivileged , the weak, the sick ,
9w1111am Graham Sumner , Essay s , "The Forgotten
Man ", I ' p 466

.

.
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and the criminal.

He believed that we kn ew very

little about t n ese social devices, therefore, they
have lead us into pitfalls.

The whole Ldea evolves

around these alternatives: liberty, inequality,
survival of the fittest or non-liberty , equality,
survival of the unfittest.

If we follow the former

we will then carry forward t he society in which we
live, but if we follow the latter we carry society
backwards and favor the worst elements in our
society.

This is t he crux of Sumner's thesis in

the "Forgotten Man. "

Through t"!:lese humanitarian

agencies, through government

i n terve ~ tion,

through

jobbery and through unions, Sumner insisted that we
are sup !orting and helping the weaker element or the
unfit.

Who then is to pay for this help?

Who is

to carry the burden for survival for these unfit?
The answer to Sumner was his "Forgotten Man.
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To

possibly clarify this idea to the reader, an example
will be given.

Mr . Jones and Mr. Smith see the poor

shape Mr. Black is in, because of his excessive
drinking.

Being humanitarian they persuaded Mr.

Brown to go with them to help Mr. Black.

Mr . Brown,

however, reall y does not care a bout Mr. Black but he
is persuaded by sentiment to help Mr. Black.

The

care of watching Mr. Black is then given to someone .
Someone must pay for the care of all der elicts, the
weak, the lazy and a large group of other caruetbag-

y
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gers of society.
these services?

Who, asks Sumner,is to pay for
The debt again falls on the head of

th e hard working man, who never gets drunk, the mythical "Forgotten Man."
Sumner has no room for sentiment but believes
government agencies should work toward the benefit of
the hard working man and not to that group of unfit.
He believes this group must be left alone to founder,
knowing that they will eventuall y not be able to
exist.

In thi s Sumner is cold and hard.

In this

study we can se e the writers who influenced Sumner
in his thou ghts.

He was a follower of Malthus,

Spencer, and Darwin.

He can be seen taking Darwin's

theory of nature and transforming it into the theory
of society by applying a biological theory to society.

Sumner hated greatly the amount of capital

that was wasted on the unfit, believing that t his
could better be used to advance the state of the
"Forgotten Man " and society in general.

The only

way to better society, if it could be bettered, was
by hard work, economy and virtue.

Sumner's theologi-

cal training shows up b eautifully here, if the reader
will only again refresh his memory of t he Puritans
or for that matter the doctrine of many religious
groups.

He has expounded as so macy have to the idea

of work, economy and virtue.

This seems to be simi-

lar to the ideas of a good man in Puritan idea that
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one who is industrious, hard working, and virtuous
is of the elect.

It seems to be the ancient cus-

tom of keeping the mass of people satisfied with
dull and unprofitable routine of life.
Sumner goes on to remark that the more a man
puts into society the more he deserves to reap a
reward.

The

~ain

purpose of civil liberty, said

Sumner, is to grant man this privilege.

The pur-

pose of liberty is not to grant complete freedom to
do whatever one may want to do.
this liberty.

No man on earth has

There is no place for sentiment in

trade and politics.

If sentiment enters into the

scope of such matters, chaos will surely result.
That if this capital created by hard working men
is wasted to sup ) ort the shiftless and good-fornothing it is diverted from someone who has saved
it.

Since capital is force, the force is lessened

and t he society does not go forward but it tends to
revert back.
To look at i.Yilliam Graham Sumner is to look
somewhat at a doctrine of co nservatism.
tives have advocated three basic
history.

Conserva-

pre ~ises

throughout

They are; (1)The protection of property

rights of individuals, (2)economic privileges to a
few, this element of society being an elite group,
and (3)the defense of the status quo.

In earlier

American history the conservative view point could be
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seen in the ruling groups such as the heads of the
various colonies or church groups.

With the passing

of time democracy began to make important the voices
of the masses .

The conservative group then tried

to muster opposition through constitutional means.
Lastly the conservative doctrine came forth in the
cry of the el ite or the "gospel of wealth . 1110 This
idea proposes that tho s,c who are the most successful
have a right to the 9laces they hold and therefore
have a right to lead the masses .

Like the very

term conservatism, William Graham Sumner cannot be
categorized completelv.

Conservatism may be in it-

self something radical.

The conservative who stands

for a doctrine of "status quo" must have a plan or
policy to follow in

gaini ~ g

change, the

must change making the conserva-

pro~ram

this position .

As times

tive, not "conserving, " but a lt ering problems of
method.
To illustrate a change in the conservative
attitude it might be noted that Hamilton and his
followers believed in a worki n g agreeme nt between
business and government .

This was a conservative

viewpoint for the fi r st seventy-five years of the
new country.

Si~ce

that time, howeve r, the con-

servative view has changed and they have tried to
10
Robert Green McClosky, AmericaL Conservatism
in the Age of Enterprise, p.42.
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divorce themselves from this union .

Sumner would

have deplored the recent agitation agains t "big
business, " regarding the evolution of trusts as a
natural and expedient phenomenon and vigorously
opposing any infringement of the government upon the
industrial field , maintaining that state interferences could not be intelligent or scientific and
that the remedies would be worse than the disease .
These ideas bring out two points: (1 )that the conservative doctrine is changeable and had to be
altered to meet the times, and (2)it shows Sumner ' s
belief in the status quo or laissez faire doctrine
of non-intervention of business .

These shifts in

the way of carrying out the conservative viewpoint ,
however , has not changed the basic philosophies of
the conserva tive dogma.

In the time of the Puritan

settlements the "oligarchy " ruled the people.

The

idea was based on Calvin ' s theory of the "elect."
This was a religious method of maintaining the status
quo.

Change overthrew the world of the Mathers and

other such conservative thinkers.

With the western

expansion, the great migration to western lands, the
growth of towns into cities came the great wave of
democratic ideas .

As these things came and passed,

so passed the outdated religious ideas of the conservative group .
With the coming of the industrial and scientific
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age, a new festoon had to be contrived for the
conservative banner.

This was to be an idea that

would fit the times, an idea that would be based on
scientific and objective axioms.

There also had to

be men who would carry this banner.

The doctrine of

social evolution derived from a scientific principle
appealed to the defenders of the status quo.

Sumner

was admirably suited to apply the doctrine to society.
Sumner was, howeve r, more consistant than most conservatives.

Most conservatives of his time, for

exampl e , would have embraced the protective tariff;
he did not.

Sumner himself would have denied the tag

of conservati sm because of its connotation of being
something connected to the past and to outmoded
ideas.

He was what we must refer to the n as a pure

conservative who carried his ideas to the very end
of reasoning.

Sumner was a teacher, a sociologist,

not a politician.

Others could discard matters

that were not pertinent or expedient; he could not.
He had to carry his ideas to their lo gical conclusions, disregarding any economic, social, political,
or historical pressures.

Sumner was a pure, unadult-

erated social evolutionist.
Having categorized Sumner as to his position
and discussed also his thesis on the "Forgotten Ma11,
it might

be best to remark here as to Sumner's

literary life.

It can be broken down into his life

11
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and writings in the eighteen seventies, eighties
and nineties and in the latter period of his life .
His work somewhat changed not so much his ideas.
two periods however overlap somewhat.

The

In the early

periods he attacked reformism, protectionism, socialism and government interventionism, and in the latter
part his work deals more with pure sociology.

In

his earlier literary life he has two other works besides " The Forgotten Man " that bear close diagnosis .
The first one we will concern ourselves with was
entitled "The Absurd Effort to Make the ~forld Over,"
written in 1894. 11 In this essay Sumner attacks the
social reformers for trying to alter the world by
social reforms.

He remarks:

The great stream of time and earthly
things will sweep on just the same in
spite of us. Everyone of us is a
child of his age and cannot get out
of it. He is in the stream a n d is
swept along with it. All his science
and philosophy come to him out of it.
Therefore the tide will not be
changed by us. It will swallow up
both us and our experiments . That
is why it is the greatest folly of
which a man can be capable to sit down
:1~~was~~~!~ ~~~l~~V~il to plan out
Thus, Sumner contends that it is impossible to
stop the evolution of society.

Richard Hofstadter

describes Sumner ' s ideas of those who do try and alter
11

12

William Graham Sumner, Essays, I, p.91.
Ibid., p . 105-6.
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society in this fashion, "puny meddlers, social quacks,
who would break into the age-old process of societal
growth at an arbitrary point and remake it in accordance with their petty desires.

They started from

the premise that ' everybody ought to be happy' and
assumed that therefore it should be possible t o make
everyone happy. 111 3 Sumner as well as any man during
his time realized that there was poverty.

He also

believed that poverty was a part of man ' s existance
and if it was ever to be abolished, it would have to
be done in other ways than social reforms.

He further

commented on this topic by stating "Let every man be
sober, industrious, prudent, and wise, and bring up
his children to be so likewise, and poverty will be
abolished in a few generations. 1114 In the essay he
also attacks those that believe that laws should be
passed to control industry .

Those that are fearful

that a group was becoming too wealthy and that t his
wealth is evil .
ways.

He answers these critics in various

The foremost is that wealth is power and that

our type of system needs t his power to progress.

He

also states that industry and wealth has created a
group referred to as "the captains of industry.

11

This

group is of the utmost importance because they serve
to guide and manage the affairs of industry and they
1 3Hofstader, Social Darwinism in American
Thought, pp.46-47.
14 William Graham Sumner , Essays, p.109.
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also must accelerate capital.

They deserve their

position because of their knowledge and drive.
They are rendering to society a service, a service
that serves us well and keeps us in comforts.

They

must keep doing their job because there are thousands
of other men and women waiting to take their places,
if t hey shoul d fail.

It was further brought out in

the essay that the ills of the industrial system
could not be ironed out by principles of democracy.
To this point, Sumner remarked:
Although we cannot criticize democracy
profitably, it may be said of it, with
reference to our pres ent subject, that
up to this time democracy never has done
anythi ng, either in politics, social
affairs, or industry, to prove its power
to bless mankind. If we continue our
attention to the United States, there
are three difficulties with r e gard to
its alleged achievements, and the y all
hav e the most serious bearing on the
proposed democratization of industry. 15
In the se three difficulties Sumner remarks that
the length of democracy in this country is too short
to draw a ny . inferences as to its life as a political
i n stitution .

He secondly pos es the question as to

whether democracy in this country is because of a
cause or conse qu en ce.

He proceeds to assume that it

is a consequence bas ed on the idea t hat t he founding
fat hers had no idea of a democracy.

He, however,

drops t his point and proceeds on to t he third area of
1 5Da.vie, Sumner Tod~, p.105.
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difficulty.

Here, using the evolutionary philosophy,

he questions whether democracy is not living on the
capital it has inherited from aristocracy and industrialism.

He turns the question on the reformers

of natural order stating the point:

Could it not be

that democracy has tarnished industrialism and therefore is not a safe guide for industry?

We are there-

fore left with the problem of has democracy affected
industrialism or has industry capitalized democracy.
This whole idea of democracy stepping Sumner scorns
to high heaven.

He remarks,

In any socialistic state there will be
one set of positions which will offer
chances of wealth beyond the wildest
dreams of avarice. Then there will be
rich men whose wealth will indeed be a
menace to social interests, and instead
of industrial peace there will be such
war as no one has dreamed of yet: the
war between the political ins and outs-that is, between those who are on the
committee and those who want to get on
it.16
Sumner backtracks from his former treatment of
democracy, when he later states that there are two
principles of democracy.

One contends that every-

one should get what everyone else gets and enjoys,
the other, everyone should get what he merits and
earns.

Following the latter principle Sumner says

all we have to do is follow the idea of industry and
the principle is already being utilized.
16 Davie, Sumner Tod§.I., p.108.

That in
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essence is a summary of the second work of Sumner,
the author has picked to show the mind of William
Graham Sumner.
The third article in this series of Sumner's
early life is entitled "wnat is Free Trade?"

In

this essay Mr. Sumner remarks that there would be
no such thing as free trade if restrictions had not
been placed on trade.

The United States Congress has

levied a tax on foreign goods not to raise revenue
for the good of the country but only to make American
customers buy their products from American manufacturers.

The American consumer is satisfying his

needs must give to the American manufacturer much
more than what he would have given a foreigner.

This

tax therefore has a tendency to change the direction
of labor and capital from its natural source to a
source created by law.

This misdirected source,

therefore, also has the tendency to create an artificial

~arket

and industry.

The problem is strict-

ly a do mestic one, not foreign at all.

The only

alternative we have to create this false industry is
to allow people to buy where they choose.

To further

simplify the question that has evolved here is
whether the trade should be left to follow its own
natural pattern or should it be guided by the legislator.

The problem boils dorm to the fact , that by

the tariff the Americans shut themselves off from
the rest of the world.

Now, American consumers must

21
buy their products from American business, which
is highly monopolized.

Since the price has been·

increased because there is no competition the
American consumer must buy less than he normally
would.

And as Sumner concludes,
We, therefore do with less clothes,
furniture, tools, crockery, glassware, bed and table linen, books,
and the satisfaction we have for
this sacrifice is knowing that some
of our neighbors are carrying on
business which according to their
statement does not pay, and that
we are ~aying their losf~s and
hiring them to keep on. 1
Mr. Sumner did not attack the tariff if it was

levied strictly for the purpose of raising a tax.
He was attacking those legislators who would place
the tariff, only on the assumption that it was to
protect American industry.

This according to Sumner

had to be proved by fact and logic and up to that
particular time had not so been proved.

He goes

on to say that those who advocate the tariff, are
those, who are making money from it.

That if it

be considered good for some people to make money
at the benefit of others then the tariff is suecessful.

He draws the analogy of the man lifting
hims elf by his bootstraps. 18 Sumner also remarks,
that it is considered unpatriotic to be against
the tariff, believing that one who is against the
17navie, Sumner Today, p.141.
18Davie, Sumner Today, p.142.
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tariff, is in a sense against American business and
for foreign industry.

This is false, Sumner con-

tends, because the tariff is strictly a domestic
issue.

He asserts that the tariff causes Americans

to pay to Americans and the foreigner is not a part
of the problem at all.
Sumner notes that the protectionists speak of
trade with contempt, only to do away with their
rivals.

The protectionists say they denounce cheap-

ness but they themselves buy as cheaply as they can.
They contend to raise wages but pay the lowest mar19
ket rate.
They let the government decide what
industry each and every one of us should support.
In a sense then, the protectionist, through the
government is telling people where to spend their
earnings and this government is made up of cliques
who have special selfish interests.

These cliques do

not know what they are doing and they therefore corrupt the institutions of both government and industry.
The free trader holds that people should use
their labor and capital as they see fit, according
to the maxim that "A fool is wiser in his own
house than a sage in another man's house. 1120 In conclusion the free trader contends that with protection
the natural order of business cannot be followed and
industry will eventually be lead to decay.
19navie, Sumner Today, p.142.
2Drbid.• , p. 14 3.

Thus
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Sumner followed consistently his ideas of individual
freedom and of social evolution.

Free trade to him

was merely another example of the operation of
natural laws of competition.

Those who cannot com-

pete should be allowed to die.
The idea of free trade today has changed since
Sumner wrote this essay in 1886.

Today a need for

protection has become somewhat of a necessity but
still the shift under the Kennedy Administration
may be back in the direction of free trade.

It

might be conjectured that Sumner's views on free
trade, if he were alive today, would be somewhat different.

He might be somewhat concerned to what

countri es we sent goods and what goods we got back
in return.

This concludes a discussion of the third

of Sumner's essays.

In passing we have looked at

~

Sumner through "The Forgotten Man," "The absurd effort
to make the world over," and "What is free trade?"
All of these essays were published during the earlier
phases of his literary life.

They serve as a cross

section of Sumner's work at this particular time.
Before passing on to a later period in Sumner's
life, some attention should be given to another essay
published at this time.

The piece is entitled "What

Social Classes Owe to Each Other."

In this particu-

lar work Sumner defends laissez faire and property
rights.

He goes into great detail to show that
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existence is a constant struggle of man to free
himself from the ills of nature.

In this process

if his neighbor should succeed better than himself,
he should not have any ill-will for his neighbor.
Sumner remarks on this subject:
Undoubtedly the man who possesses
capital has a great advantage over
the man who has no capital at all
in the struggle for existance.--This does not mean that one man
has an advantage against the other,
but that, when they are rivals in
the effort to get the means of
subsistence from nature, the one
who has capital has irnmensurable
advantages over the other. If
it were not so capital would not
be formed . Capital is only formed
by self-denial, and if the possession of it did not secure advantages and superiorities of a high
order men would never submit to
what is necessary to get it.2f
It was natural for a conservative at this time
to see the struggle of competition as a resemblance
to the struggle of the anixal world.

Again you can

see the strong attachment placed on capital by
Sumner.

Sumner knew capital was power and to waste

it was sinful and to earn it virtuously was Godly .
Another important essay of Sumner's was called
"Earth Hunger or the Philosophy of Land Grabbing."
This work was published in 1896.
with the effect of land on man.

The essay deals
~Vhen

ther e is a low

land-man ratio, man has greater opportunities than
21 Hofstader, Social Darwinism in American
Thought, p.42.
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when land is in short

sup~ly .

It has been said that

land draws man or that land has a demand for men.
Sumner does not accept this view, pointing out
that the land of the Sahara Desert does not draw
men and even the land of Iowa covered with wheat
fields did not draw the man there. 22 If the men
came there but did not till the soil they would have
perished but through hard work and the industrial
system they have made the land pay .

The great pro-

blem , here , according to Sumner, deals with the
amount of land we have which directly will control
our status .

The population will increase and the

land will increase not in actual acreage but in the
productivity of the land .

With this ever increasing

scientific development of the land we can support
more people or support the same amount of people
better .

This thesis is essential to Sumner ' s theory

about land.

In order to look at population increase,
one must first of all consider a standard of living . 2 3

The standard of living, Sumner wrote, is not merely
a term used to describe the rights we have or the
goodness of man.

It is something tangible and can

only be attained by hard work and self- denial.

This

standard of living has its affect on marriage and the
22 William Graham Sumner , Essays , p.175.
23I bid . , p . 176.
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family and modifies the number of the population and
affects the population according to the land ratio
discussed in this essay .
Sumner notes that the land which we live on is
controlled by nature and the more we subjugate nature
the more power we gain.

We must use this power cor-

rectly and every time wars, intrusions and other such
things occur we are losing this power.

Sumner says

this lessens our right to this power ; it does not
affect the number of children that will be born but
it lessens our chances of the overall power of that
land.

Nature is a hard master, but scientific ad -

vancements can be construed as victories over nature,
but setbacks only pull society backwards. 24 All
philosophies, institutions, political powers and a
number of other things that lessen the power over
land tend to act the same way; they thwart growth .
Sumner ' s point here is that with the land, the inventions and the number of people we have should have
brought a suitable standard of living to all but we
have fallen short due to the errors made along the
way .

The only way we can remedy such a situation is

through education and scientific investigation .
explorers and migrants of the past four centuries
in their search for land have caused revolutions
24Dav1e, Sumner Today, p. 168 .
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both political and economic.

They have to a great

degree created democracy in the United States.

Sum-

ner again shows his feelings toward democracy;
" Democracy itself, the pet superstition of the age,
is only a phase of

t~e

all-compelling movement.

If

you have an abundance of land and few men to share
it, the men will all be equa1. 11 25

Here, Sumner

points out that philosophies, institutions, and any
thing that we hold dear is simply a consequence of
the evolutionary movement of society.

He remarks to

prove this point; "We may be sure that the wheat from
America has had far more affect on ideas in Europe
than the ideas from America. 1126

The crux of the essay

comes at this time, man being an evolving body is
constantly in search for land and the obvious reason
is quite simple.

Man wishes to be free and the way

to be free is to have land which gives him economic
power.

The things that happen along the way in man's

search for land, again are only consequential, they
have no real bearing and are simply a mere move ment which will pass along as the great wave of mankind rolls on.

This phenomenon of earth hunger is

both economic and social. 27

The economic issue has

been mentioned and the social issue has to do with
25Ibid.' p.170.
26.rbid .. ' p.170.
27

ro~., p.112.
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the unskilled who gain land and raise thems elves up
the ladder of society.

The third type of earth hunger

is political earth hunger which is a state "grabbing
off land" for the gratification of national vanity.28
Charles A. Beard makes this remark in summarizing
this essay, "Such is sociology.

Such is Mr. Sumner.

Without both we would be poorer in insight and understanding.1129
In the latter part of Sumner's life he began a
monumental task of writing the Science of Society.
This task was never completed because one of the
chapters grew so large that it became a separate
volume entitled Folkways.

This book, published in

1906, had to do with the mores and customs of
society.

This book was never a best seller but has

always been well received since its publication and
is a necessity for those studying sociology.

In

Folkways, Sumner discusses a definition of folkways
and mores.

The author goes on to bring out the way

folkways bear on society and how they act or are
acted upon.

The idea being expounded is that folk-

ways are habits and customs of individuals a nd society, respectively, which have arrived from efforts to
satisfy needs.

The four great

28 sumner Today, p.172.
2

9~'.Ibid.' p. 174.

motiv ~ s

of man, accord-
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ing to Sumner, are hunger, love, vanity, and fear.
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These motives give rise to interests, in an attempt
to satisfy them.

These interests are considered to

be folkways or mores .

An example of this could be

that there might be devised a certain way to cut
down a tree; through a period of trial and error it
will be determined whether this way is good or bad.
Therefore, after a period of time the folkways become a part of the soc iety.

Sumner carries his

definition of the customs or folkways to a pos ition
which he defines as "Societal value. 1131 This term
carries the meani ng as to whether mores are good or
bad and whether their affect on society is good or
bad.

The explanation of this term is the important

thesis of Folkways.

Sumner carries his discussion to

a point where there develops a materialist ethic and
also a concept of the elite.

Here one can see

Sumner's close attachment to Darwin and his work
truly earns him the titl e of a Social Darwinist.
All empha sis is placed on the materialistic concepts of wealth .

This Sumner believes is what will

carry the great stream of society forward.

This is

the concrete reason why throughout his caus e he
attacks philosophers and reformers.

There is no room

in Sumner's logic for non-materialistic thought or
30w1111am Graham Sumner,.Folkways, (Ginn and
Boston, 1940), p.18.
31sumner, Folkways, p.40.
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· ideas.

He scorned every reform movement in his

life time, co ntending that it was ridiculous to try
and change societies by mere philosophies and words.
That in order to do any good scientific methods of
research had to be employed to study man's . society
and this is a reason why Sumner put so much faith
in Herbert Spencer's The Study of Sociology. (1873)
In the remainder of Folkways, Sumner, using various
customs as illustrations, shows the reader how
these ideas came about, why they were retained and,
finally, why they were discarded or changed.

There

are chapters dealing with such topics as labor,
wealth, slavery, abortion, cannibalism, sex mores,
marriage, incest, kinship, sacred harlotry, and child
sacrifice.
The effect of William Graham Sumner to the
conservative idea in America cannot only be measured
on his direct influence on it.

There were a great

many men who preached the conservative doctrine,
somewhat in the same light as Sumner.

He gave some-

thing to the conservative creed that changed it from
its naive appearance.

Sumner drew facts and logic

i nto his definition of society and civilization.

He

was cold and ruthless but he was academic and rational.

His dogmas could not be accepted by the general

temper of most America ns but he established a platform
that the gospel of wealth co uld rest on.

He strayed
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from the general concept of idealist professors and
established a sound basis for his work.

I n general

Sumner thought as his gen eration did, a generation
that had superimposed the materialistic doctrine
over that of religious do gmas .

He, however, differed

from a great many in the "gilded age " because he
clearly acknowledged the fact of the materialistic
etnic .

Sumner did not waver from bis position, he

arrived there through scientific research and he was
an immovable force once his position was secure .

He

glorified the capitalistic system and the hard working man and would not tolerate government interference of its natural arrangement.

Sumner , as others

of his time, believed that the competitive spirit of
man if left alone would bloom and carry society for~ ward.

Sumner ' s outline of democracy is also an im-

portant point to mention .

His staunch attack at the

democratic theory of all men are eQual.

In Sumnerism

/

the exact opposite is correct, that is all
equa1 . 32

me~

are un-

They are unequal in the most important

thing, the idea of social wisdom.
the monopoly of the business men.33

Social wisdom is
This is what

earns them the vast millions and this is the group
that Sumner defe nds.

If all men are therefore un-

e QUal in social wisdom the will of the people should
32Mc0loskey, .American Conservatism, p.70 .
33,J;bid.' p. 71.
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be circumscribed.

Government also should act only

in a position as a defender of rights and liberties
and should remain subservient in other matters.
As a defender of the status quo doctrine Sumner
was a leading light in American history.

Since the

beginning of our country the ideas of the enlightenment has been a tradition in American thought.

Re-

formers down to Sumner's time had relied heavily on
the natural rights of man.

Sumner took to these

reformers and their ideology in an unflinching way.
As his tools he used the pessimistic dogmas of
Malthus, Riccardo and Darwin.

He deflated the philo-

sophical speculation of the eighteenth century with
the scientific and materialistic weapons of the
nineteenth.

He tried to show people that their be-

lief in such natural rights were contrary to nature
and that such rights did not exist.

That if they

did exist they were part of a passing stage of social
evolution.

He tried to impress on peopl e that be-

lief in reforms was not the correct way to alter
social injustices and that they could ultimately end
up a slave to nature.

He came a nd did preach the

gospel of wealth, survival of the fittest, and the
creed of the elect.
In spite of various physical handicaps, Sumner
kept at his work until his death.

On December 26,

1909, he journeyed to New York to address the American

33
Sociological Society.
organization.

He was president of this

He collapsed at the Murray Hill Hotel

and was unable to give the address.

On April 12,

1910, he died at a hospital near the home of his
son in Englewood, New Jersey.
stroke of apoplexy. 34
and two sons.

He

He had suffered a

w~rn survived by his wife

The funeral of Sumner was held in

Battell Chapel, New Haven, and he was buried in
Guilford, Connecticut.

34R. W. DeForest, "Sumner's Influence", Survey,
XLI (June, 1910), p.745.
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